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Maverick Collection Underlayment

✓ ✓
✓ ✓

Superior walking noise 
reduction and impact sound 
insulation.

Vapor ridges channel 
moisture away while lip and 
tape provide a strong seal.

Helps keep floors warmer 
and more comfortable.

Increases the stability of 
your floors.
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2mm |  100 SQ FT = 4 FT x 25 FT  |   9,29m2 = 1,22m x 7,62m



Maverick Collection Underlayment
2mm |  100 SQ FT = 4 FT x 25 FT  |   9,29m2 = 1,22m x 7,62m

1) Make sure the sub-floor is clean and dry before installing the 
Maverick Collection Underlayment.

2) Install the first row of underlayment with the non “lip and 
tape” side up against the first wall and the overlapping “lip and 
tape” side towards the open side of the room. The silver mois-
ture barrier must be facing upward. Install the underlayment to 
the far wall and cut around any obstacles using a utility knife. The 
“Easy to Cut” grid system helps make this process easier.

3) Connect the second row of underlayment to the first row using 
the “Easy to Latch” notched locking system.

4) Flip the first row’s overlapping lip over to the second row and 
secure it to the top of the second row using the adhesive tape 
strip located on the overlapping lip. To activate the adhesive 
just remove the release liner and apply hand pressure to seal the 
seams. Repeat this process until the entire floor is covered and 
sealed. It is not necessary to tape the outer perimeter of the in-
stallation. Please ensure that all foam seams are sealed with met-
alized tape or underlayment seaming tape.

5) Install the Maverick flooring per the flooring manufacturers in-
structions. 

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS: SPECIFICATIONS:
Dimensions: 
2 mm thick x 4 ft wide x 25 ft long

Moisture Protection: 
0.01 pounds/24 h/1,000 sq ft

Impact Sound Insulation:
IIC 69/STC 66/Delta 20

Thermal Insulation: 
R-Value 0.40

Smoothing: 
<1.5 mm

Compression Strength:
> 15 PSI

Safety:
Odorless,  non-toxic
100% recylable 
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